A brilliant success!

The latest gay and luxury presentation of the Hermes 2000 is meeting with success all over the world. In the United States of America, for example, the demand is astonishingly great. There, one says that this portable is "As modern as the atom". Just try this machine once, and you will really appreciate its performance: high speed, perfect writing, adjustable touch, smooth and buoyant, high striking power (many clear copies).

The Hermes 2000 is the most suitable typewriter for your correspondence, at home, in the office, or while travelling!

Manufactured by PAILLARD LTD., YVERDON, Switzerland

The complete portable typewriter
Many ingenious features at your service...

1. Absolutely automatic lightening margins.
2. Automatic tabulator with progressive brake.
4. Two-colour ribbon and stencil device.
5. Three line spacings (single, one and a half, double).
6. Platen release for writing on ruled paper.
7. Intermediate table, makes paper insertion easier.
8. Graduated paper support.
10. Two carriage release levers.
11. Key for freeing jammwed type-bars.
12. Back space, margin release and shift lock keys.
13. Transparent, graduated card-holders.
14. Device for underscoring and drawing lines rapidly.
15. Touch adjustment knob.
16. Lever for the automatic locking and unlocking of the carriage.
17. End-of-page indicator, etc. etc.

All these features are very easily accessible.

HERMES 2000

a portable with the characteristics of a standard machine!

The Hermes 2000 — a complete portable — offers you all the principal features found on a standard machine, and is supplied in an easy-to-carry luxurious case.

Manufactured by Paillard Limited, the oldest European factory making line mechanisms, the Hermes 2000 is a perfect sample of high quality Swiss products. Its careful construction guarantees years and years of satisfactory use.

and still more!

44 keys, pleasant to the eyes and touch.
80 letters or signs.
99 Pica strokes per writing line.
Large choice of type styles (Medium Roman, Large Pica, Pica, Hermes Special, Elite, Diamond and Director).
Modern design — very pleasant clear grey keys, highly resistant enamel finish — elegant carrying case.

All Standard Keyboards available.